Greetings Big Ideas Team,

Stated below are the findings from group (#10) report on student ideas for the Bold Future Workshops.

Name of group members are:
Damodaran Purushothaman, Jim Murphy, George Gutierrez, Nancy P., Pete Flaherty, Michael Mackey, Marlo Barnett, James Murphy

**Summary of findings:**

Problem/opportunity statement: Create a campus that accommodates and celebrates all seasons of the year.

Student #1
- Create more opportunities for students to connect with staff/faculty via social media, during winter months.
- Provide more bus services for student to commute back and forth to the city on the weekend. Campus
- Providing more entertainment and fun ways students can come together on campus. (i.e. concerts, musical, and plays)

Student #2
- Provide more bus service on campus. Instead of canceling class staff can meet online during emergency days.
- Display big digital billboards throughout the campus to look more like a city environment. Provide more incentives throughout the year for students to connect on campus. Provide more restaurants and retail stores.
- Start a campus wide Green day/week, with staff/faculty, students, and community involvement.

Student #3
- Having the east lagoon prepared and open for ice skating and enjoying hot chocolate by a cheerful fire near the front gates.
- More of the city/university co-op planters on Lincoln Highway and throughout the campus, not only on the main arteries.
- Enjoyment of seeing the fountains operating in the lagoon, and keeping the foliage and grounds pretty. "Curb appeal" is a recurring phrase
- A more festive welcome back for students could include food trucks, outdoor activities that everyone can participate in such as bags tournaments, bonfires, and an outdoor concert series (i.e., not at the Convo; someplace that is more of a festival or picnic atmosphere where you could bring a family, spread out a blanket, and enjoy food, drinks, and entertainment).